Employee happiness and productivity go hand in hand. Put the right monitor in front of your workforce and it’ll work as a force for good, empowering them to be happier and better in their job. Enter ThinkVision S27e-20. The next generation of this excellent performer, upgraded with new form factor and functionality. Its sleek design and compact features are crafted to help employees get right down to business.

First off, its head design is twice as slim as the generation it replaces. While its 3-side NearEdgeless panel display with ultra-slim bezels makes navigating spreadsheets over two screens an effortless task, eliminating actual physical obstacles to productivity. Sharing a screen for any number of employees becomes more effective, because its 1920 x 1080 FHD resolution In-Plane Switching panel displays images to everyone, no matter what angle they’re standing, or sitting, to the screen with no color distortion.

User experience is considered in every detail. The monitor’s stand now sits higher above the desk and tilts to provide the best viewing position. Its square base and small footprint add stability while minimizing desk real estate. Then it goes one better by incorporating a handy phone rack for users’ convenience.

On the subject of other devices, the S27e-20 offers effortless connection to PCs and laptops through both HDMI and VGA ports, making your presentations, video files and spreadsheets easy to manage and deliver. For quality sound delivery, the monitor outputs to speakers and headphones through Audio Out port. And all those resulting cables can be hidden away through the stand’s integrated cable management system to keep desks clutter-free.

**FEATURES OF THINKVISION S27e-20 MONITOR**

Maximized screen. Minimized frame.
Larger 27-inch screen delivers big even on small detail. Its 3-side NearEdgeless display makes multitasking more seamless when comparing files side-by-side on two screens that create almost uninterrupted real estate. And employees can easily share content with teammates in person. The FHD 1920 x 1080 resolution In-Plane Switching panel produces distortion-free images even at angles up to 178° horizontally and vertically. Its 7.1 mm slim head design has less than half the screen thickness of the model it replaces but will still hold a Lenovo Tiny or Nano PC tucked away on its back.

Connectivity and flexibility
Connect other mission-critical devices like PCs and laptops through HDMI 1.4 or even VGA. Now S27e-20 can also output sound to headphones or speakers through the 3.5 mm Audio Out port. While wires are channeled neatly away through the integrated soft rubber cable management system that flexes to easily hold cords out of the way and out of sight.

Comfort comes first
Safeguarding employees’ vision against eye strain during long stretches of work. S27e-20 uses TÜV Rheinland Low Blue Light and Eye Comfort technology. For even greater comfort and flexibility than the previous generation, the screen now sits higher above the desk and tilts on its stand, though staff may choose to take the monitor off the desk altogether and place onto the wall with its 100 x 100 mm VESA wall mount capability. And an extra touch that staff will appreciate is the new integrated phone holder right in the base of the stand.
### DISPLAY

- **Panel Size**: 27-inch
- **Screen Dimensions**: 612.49 mm x 367.69 mm
- **Panel Type**: In-Plane Switching
- **Active Area**: 597.89 mm x 336.31 mm
- **Backlight**: LED
- **Resolution**: 1920 x 1080
- **Pixel Pitch**: 0.3114 x 0.3114 mm
- **Dot/Pixel Per Inch (DPI/PPI)**: 82
- **Viewing Angle (H x V @ CR 10:1)**: 178° / 178°
- **Response Time**: 4ms (Extreme Mode) / 6ms (Normal Mode)
- **Refresh Rate**: 60 Hz
- **Brightness (typical)**: 250 cd/m²
- **Contrast Ratio (typical)**: 1000:1
- **Dynamic Contrast Ratio (typical)**: 3M:1
- **Color Gamut**: 72% NTSC (CIE 1931)

### POWER

- **Power Consumption (typical/max)**: 18W / 24W
- **Energy STAR Power Consumption**: 48W / 115kWh

### CONNECTIVITY

- **Video Signal**: 1 x HDMI 1.4, 1 x VGA
- **Audio Signal**: 1 x Audio Out (3.5 mm)
- **Audio Out**: 3.5 mm
- **Optional Soundbar Support**: Yes (PN number: 0A36190)

### SPECIAL FEATURES

- **Sync Technology**: AMD FreeSync™
- **Active Area**: 16.7 Million
- **Anti-Glare**: Yes
- **VIEWING ANGLE**: 178° / 178°
- **Power Consumption**: < 0.5W
- **Power Consumption**: < 0.3W
- **ENERGY STAR Power Consumption**: 48W / 115kWh
- **Energy Saving**: > 50% for typical use
- **ENERGY STAR Power Consumption**: 48W / 115kWh
- **Energy Saving**: > 50% for typical use
- **Power Supply**: Internal
- **Voltage Required**: AC 100 to 240 V (50—60 Hz)

### MECHANICAL

- **Tilt Angle (front/back)**: -5°/22°
- **Weight Packed (kg/lbs.)**: 6.42 kg / 14.15 lbs.
- **Weight Unpacked (kg/lbs.)**: 4.6kg / 10.14 lbs.
- **Weight (monitor head only) (kg/lbs.)**: 3.6kg / 7.94 lbs.

### WHAT’S IN THE BOX

- Monitor with stand
- 1 x Power cable (1.8 m)
- 1 x HDMI cable (1.8 m)
- Quick setup guide

### CERTIFICATION

- **ENERGY STAR Certification**: Yes
- **CCC**: Yes
- **TCO**: 8.0
- **TCO Edge**: 2.0
- **EPEAT**: Silver
- **RoHS (EU 2002/95/EC)**: Yes
- **Windows Certification**: Windows 7, Windows 10
- **China Energy Efficiency Standard**: Tier 1
- **TÜV Rheinland Eye Comfort**: Yes
- **TÜV Rheinland Low Blue Light**: Yes

Specifications may vary depending upon region.

*“AMD Freesync™” is enabled for AMD Radeon™ Series graphics cards.*